
Namely and The Motley Fool

    Challenge

Prior to Namely, the Motley Fool was using an 
outsourced payroll processor, but the system didn’t 
meet the team’s expectations. 

Christine Noonan leads “Resources for Humans” at The 
Motley Fool. “We’re a tech company," she says. "Our 
users expect software that is not only functional but 
also looks nice.”

To round out their HR technology, The Motley Fool 
stored basic employee profiles on an intranet and 
managed benefits with multiple vendors.

Then, the Fool found Namely! 

Supporting a unique culture and improving "Resources for Humans."

   Solution

Christine was looking to consolidate HR, payroll, and 
benefits with one partner.  They decided on Namely for 
four main reasons:

• Good software that appeals to technology-minded 
    employees.
• Flexibility to accommodate a unique culture.
• E�ective feedback module.
• International support for employees outside the U.S.

“Namely intuitively captures growth and allows us to seamlessly 
grow without dropping any data between the cracks.”

–Christine Noonan, HR Manager at The Motley Fool
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The Motley Fool has a simple mission: 
“To Help the World Invest—Better.” The 
Fool provides financial solutions for 
investors of every level, designed to 
help people take control of their 
financial lives. This is a serious pursuit, 
but employees, or “Fools,” have fun 
while doing it.  For example, employees 
pick the job title that best reflects their 
work—and personality! The Motley Fool 
has been named Glassdoor’s Best Small 
to Mid-Sized Company to Work For in 
the U.S. two years in a row.

Results

•  Scalable “Resources 
   for Humans.”
•  Pleases technology-minded 
   “Fools.”
•  A custom solution to fit The 
   Motley Fool's unique culture.
•  Rich employee profiles available 
   on desktop and mobile.

 Solution

Integrated HR, payroll, 
and benefits.



Results

Increased Visibility   

“We have more information on our people! Employees can see each 
 other’s photos and key information, while admins can see everything, 
 including role and compensation history. That’s powerful.”

Adaptable   

“Our organization has lots of small teams, and people move between 
 teams frequently.  In Namely, we can easily make changes on the fly.”

Customizable     
“There’s nothing basic and humdrum about us.  Working with our 
 Account Manager, we’ve been able to fit Namely to our exact needs!”

HR on the Go     

“We’ve never had access to an HR system from mobile before!”

Great Partnership     

“Namely is just an awesome partner!”

The Motley Fool used Namely to support its unique culture 
and streamline its “Resources for Humans” processes!
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